
ANIMAL PROJECTS

ANIMAL - NATURE RESERVES - Africa Project A#101

Conservation Animal Protection Projects for Land and Seas. My primary start will be in
Ghana and West Africa, followed later by other countries in Africa.

A great concern of mine is animal welfare and the support of nature reserves, land and
sea, animal shelters and animal rescue stations so that they are properly equipped,
species-appropriate and are managed with respect and love for the animals, mindful -
the focus is the healing of the creatures, their environment, as well as in the awareness
and involvement of the people who live in the same habitat. For this, a very good
payment and training of the animal keepers, the rangers and employees is essential.

If it makes sense, land is also acquired so that new large nature reserves are created or
existing ones are expanded, which facilitates the handling for the renaturation. The
population is included in the sense that children are already enlightened, sensitized and
educated, which treasure nature represents and which visual beauty and abundance,
the creation holds ready for them and their descendants. The goal is that deep insights
of life and the mindful act with each other arise from it.

In order to do justice to the protection of nature, a gentle and considerate ecotourism is
the sole measure in this segment, the recreation, vacation and leisure seekers. The
nature-conserving ecotourism is developed with innovative ideas, from people from the
regions concerned, and with motivating, valuable prices distinguished and particularly
supported.

Under Africa lies a huge groundwater reservoir, I would like to drill wells, build and
existing denatured river courses / lakes deconstruct, clean, so that the natural water
cycle, the floodplain forests, bogs, marshes arise again. There are 13 large dams in
Africa - if these would be deconstructed, the water supply of humans, flora and fauna
would be secured again also in hot climatic zones, this is to be examined whether it can
be meaningful. Therefore, the construction of wells is very important, for humans,
animals, and plants.

As far as I am informed, enough patents are being freely given by advanced
technologies, also from the Keshe Foundation - so that Free Energy - Mr. Keshe calls it
Universal Energy, can be used, therefore an energy demand from water power is no
longer necessary and the water can be given back to nature, to Mother Earth.



The Keshe Foundation is a leader in the new Plasma Technology, it is currently
developing
- the development is very advanced - a generator which produces completely without
energy supply the following energies on Plasma level:
Electricity and gas, there will be extension units for water, gasoline and food in the next
months. This is Plasma technology of the future. I would like to cooperate with the
Keshe Foundation, support them and use these generators in all my projects.

All this will be carried out together in a large interrelated project.

Animal Welfare A#102
Project:
This project is about ending (worldwide) animal suffering as quickly and as sustainably
as possible.

The brutalization and the unwillingness and inability of people to feel has led to
unimaginable suffering for animals.

Lack of empathy, lack of money, lack of food culture, lack of perspective, lack of
connection and a sense of futility can lead to the behavior and treatment of animals in
such a cruel way. Often animals serve as a substitute for partners, they are locked up or
become the target of abuse to compensate for feelings of inferiority, they serve as an
object for hunting in order to stand before others as a supposed hero with the trophy,
they serve as a cheap source of food, whereby animal husbandry often plays no role at
all. They serve as breeding objects, no matter how it goes to the animal in real life then
with these cultivated characteristics. People who drag their dogs behind them on
bicycles or while jogging without any sensitivity and do not give their animal any
possibility to explore, or are locked up for hours in apartments when the owners are
working or pursuing their leisure activities, cats that are locked up in the house for life so
that they do not get under the wheels, animals in zoos, birds in cages and enclosures,
dogs on chains, animal testing laboratories to test products for humans (cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals...), consumption of cheap meat, etc. There is now a complete lack of
respect and appreciation for these living creatures in large parts of the population.

Purpose:
To revive compassionate coexistence between humans and animals in a healthy
habitat.



Implementation:

- Project discussion (also with other humanitarians).

- Research and contact already existing sincere animal rescue organizations, farmers
(create financial incentives to switch to better animal husbandry or even to get out of
meat production completely).

- Establish project accounts in QFS, form project teams, advertise jobs for contributors.
-Publicize on TV, radio and local media to publicize and increase interest in getting
involved.

- Find and rescue injured, neglected animals, for example, by flying over the countryside
with thermal imaging cameras, etc.

- Increase and publicize drop-off points for sick, found or unwanted animals. (Without
measure regulations)

- Strengthen the connection to medical institutions

- Provide new technologies and healing methods, show and create possibilities of
healthy, alternative nutrition. (Promote fruit/vegetable cultivation, replicators for meat
substitutes).

- Develop and convert suitable housing (e.g. former apartment complexes) into
spacious animal residences.

- Construct new buildings and facility where these rescued animals can live with
humans

-Build shelters even in the middle of nature, cities, etc. for animals so that they can
continue to live in the wild without humans. (In the transitional period, until the habitat is
restored to the point where a completely independent life for animals is possible again,
these stations can be regularly visited by caretakers to check on things and help the
animals if necessary).

-Filming and publishing in local media and beyond, about the animal rescue and care
activities with the help of local people. If people can see directly what a big, positive
change they are making through their support and assistance, this can be a tremendous



incentive for others to actively care for their environment and wildlife as well. The
authentic gratitude of animals will not leave
anyone who participates in this project is unaffected, I am sure.

- This project can be organized, for example, through a local CAC (if one already
exists). But it can also be done independently. The LWS programs RSS, work contract
shares for all contributors as well as NRELS can be used.

As a possible humanitarian of the alliance I see myself as initiator and financier for such
projects. This idea can be published with pleasure, serve as a suggestion and of course
be further developed and supplemented, should it be to the benefit of all.

health/wellness/spirit, animals/humans of all ages A#103

This project concept is quickly expanding and mutating. i suppose the previously
created blueprint is revealing itself, "it's alive' ! what i am able to see so far is a
successful partnership between first nation/indigenous humans and non first
nation/indigenous humans, in order to establish a replicate able new world model with
the goal of realizing an elevated state of respectful, loving cooperation between animal
kind, humankind and our mother planet.

For the involved animal kind, my initial focus is on rescued horses and bovines as these
two groups in particular, have endured incredible levels of slavery, torture and
disrespect. These individuals will be provided with a peaceful, healthy and
non-demanding environment in which to "settle" and begin to receive the necessary
physical and emotional healing they may require. Many modalities and treatments will
be considered. After a period of time, to be determined by each individual as per their
readiness to proceed; the next phase can begin. In this phase, the focus is on
human/animal relationship, initially this will consist of gentle physical contact to release
fear and create the experience of safety and environmental trust. Next phase will be the
very basis for the following. Which is emotional-spiritual bonding between the animal
and their preferred caretaker. by way of spending time together. The caretaker and
animal partner can develop a natural platform of understanding and a desire to learn
more from each other, which leads to the next phase. Communication and education,
this is the highest goal of this entire endeavor.

For the involved humankind, if the people called to participate in the above steps of this
process wish to move forward, they will be required to deepen their friendship with the
animal they have bonded with to the point of heart to heart or telepathic communication.



We can all do this, but we have forgotten. There will be forms of training available on
site to refresh our memories. When this person feels confident that the communication
stream between themselves and their partner is true and correct, we will record this
correspondence in order to create a training and or curriculum of the history, insights,
experiences and impacts of the human /animal relationship, from the animal participants
perspective. These educational and historic materials can then flow out to the local
community and of course beyond, as a means of reeducating others and inspiring
impactful upgrades regarding how we humans can choose to interact with other earth
species and our planet at large. I also see this program as a great way to introduce a
more respectful means of accepting off world societies, but that's another chapter.

As this concept develops itself, the vision that is presented more vividly over time is the
crucial Native American/ indigenous aspect. It would be my greatest honor and highest
hope to realize the valuable input and participation of native elders or any who
remember the old ways regarding the balanced relationship of all lifeforms on our
mother planet. Native elder knowledge is a necessary piece to this puzzle. From a more
personal perspective, I very much desire to offer a powerful platform from which the
historical experiences of the native peoples of any region can be brought forward, as we
need their shared wisdom.

Animals A#104

I have drawn out on REVIT architectural software, designs for an Animal Medical
Center, Dog, Cat and Equine Rescues. This can work for wildlife as well. I would like
each one to be in close proximity to the Medical center if possible or have the medical
center in close proximity to areas that need them.  Back in Western New York where I
grew up, people have to travel 3-4 hours for an MRI or neurologist. I would like to equip
local veterinarians with the necessary equipment they need to care for all, and have it
be affordable.

I want the Medical Centers fees to be on a sliding low-cost scale for any animal need.
The facility includes staff apartment rooms for 24/7 care, animal behaviorists, trainers,
healing centers for the traumatized. The Emergency medical centers I have
experienced are very overpriced and many times beloved family members are
euthanized. This should never happen.

My plan includes forever residency for any animal that needs it. The overload of animals
in rescue groups, The Humane Society, and local animal control is huge. Neutering is
something many people will not do for male animals. Cat populations are out of control
in some areas in the San Francisco East Bay area. There is a cat sanctuary in the
Richmond Virginia area that has taken every feral cat off the street and provided



medical and loving care with shelter for them to live their lives. This is a model for what I
would like to do.

I'll build if necessary but I would like to repurpose existing buildings because location is
very important.  Many communities have lost commercial businesses. There are winery
ranches with acres of available land that can be purchased and animal sanctuaries can
be incorporated into the mix. They have a staff that can be put on employment
contracts, all proceeds go to the function of the facility, animals and people who reside
and work there.

East of 101, the East Bay corridor in San Francisco and North Bay are a nightmare with
backyard dog breeding, dog fighting, abandonment and abuse. Overcrowded rescues
have 4 main breeds, German Shepherds, Huskies, Pit Bull Terriers and Chihuahuas.
Shepherds and Pit Bulls were military dogs and I would like to see them trained for that.
Any dog that can be trained for search and rescue, military etc. instead of living the life
they had is a success.

My intention to purchase Winery Ranches, Ranches etc for potential locations and
facilities for the animal sanctuaries is really 3 fold. I see them as a great potential for
new farming as well as whatever their current use is and if there is potential for housing
animals, even better. They have staff and can hire more, RSS sign up, employment
contracts galore and housing can be built for those who do and want to live and work
there.

ANGEL & DOLPHIN SOULARIUM A#105
https://pds982.wixsite.com/the-angel-project/gallery

The link above will take you to videos of Multisensory environments on my webpage
created 9 years ago.

This will be a multidisciplinary endeavor to bring forth natural health, education and
awareness at the Soul level. The Cetaceans our Angels of the deep, bring unconditional
love to everyone.

·   Improves the development of thought Intelligence and Social skills
·   Provides Humans with cognitive impairment and other challenges the

opportunity to  enjoy
·   And control a variety of sensory experiences.
·   Children and Adults can benefit from the stress reduction and relaxation
·   PTSD Autism ADHD it is limitless

https://pds982.wixsite.com/the-angel-project/gallery


·  Virtual Dolphin Therapy Angel Counselor who ascends into the room to
comfort and heal

Every community should be equipped with alternatives for helping our Children
Veterans and all challenged individuals.

DOLPHIN BIRTHING CENTERS

There was a clinic in Hawaii that the MSM smeared with lies and the cabal closed it
down we will reopen that one and allow the option of an assisted Dolphin Midwife Birth

·   Studies show the children walk sooner talk sooner and the intelligence
increased

·   The Dolphins use their sonar and create a vortex of Divine Love to the baby
prior to the birth

·   They assist the Mother by creating a healing circle to assist her also.
·   Link with the information
· https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=531851974906026\

Plasma Pens A#106
Introduction…
Through decades of close work with horses as a veterinarian, I have found that today’s
medicine only provides a temporary solution to cover signs and symptoms displayed by
the horse. Hence the need to grasp the importance of reading the horse itself and what
it communicates seem stamped out. Uninterruptibly I have devoted my life through
endless effort of work and perpetual hours of studying both the literature and the
animal’s being to find the optimal solution to cover the horses need, their health and

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=531851974906026%5C


thereby their performance. The plasma pens have provided me with an invaluable tool
to achieve this…

Plasma pens, how they work.

The basic principle for plasma therapy can be found within the field of acupuncture.
Acupuncture uses thin needles to conduct life-energy or so called orgone energy
through paths termed meridians.

Through these paths the energy of life, the turn of phrase “chi”, can flow. The meridians
that are charged in abundance donates their excess energy to the meridians with lower
charges.

However the obstacle with acupuncture is that if you take too much energy and
distribute to too many lower charged ones and the situation worsens, hence the horse
will get worse. Another drawback with acupuncture is that the horse needs to be
exercised in between the sessions to recharge the meridians that were just
redistributed.

On the patent of the Kesh Foundation pain pen, we have created a further developed
concept. With this free energy device we have been able to bypass the complication of
acupuncture, namely that we are able to charge only the less charged meridians without
disturbing the ones with enough. How has this been achieved? By producing two
different kinds of torsion fields and allowing them to interact.

Through either ‘against each other’ or with ‘side by side’ interaction, my good American
friend has found a way to charge the meridians with too low of a charge directly. And
that without the use of needles! These fields have been labeled interference fields.

The 7 different colors making up the white light and the 7 elements
Through this work, I have established a new conjecture to put in place for being healthy.
It is based on the fact that our meridians are superconducting semiconductors in direct
contact with the consciousness itself.

The consciousness is creating the 7 chakras in all beings; birds, mammals and humans.
It is located within the liquid of the spinal and cerebral fluids. There are 7 elements
having a super spin within the water molecules by free energy.

This spin creates the space for the 7 elements to fit within the water molecule itself,
however the atom core has a different weight/number of protons and neutrons. The



photons are created by the spin and counterspin of the electrons in copper spin pairs.
This is how we can explain that white light consists of 7 different colors.

When you shine white light through a glass prism, you will separate the 7 colors
because they have different monatomic weight, while super spinning against the copper
paired electrons, creating the 7 colors of the rainbow.

The basic principles can be found in other aspects of nature too, i.e. in migrating birds.
The cells making up the body are told by the consciousness how to interact with each
other as seen in birds/cell clusters, who know how, when and where to travel. Their
offspring do the same just some weeks later, without being told by other than their
consciousness.

Eventually they too, end up at the same destination as their parents. With this
information, let us picture the horse’s consciousness too, and how it is made up of water
molecules with 7 different even smaller - monatomic - elements spinning within the
molecules with free energy.

The other being the software controlling all the cells in the body. The software provides
the information on how to interact, what to do in space and time and when to 2 of 5 be
renewed by the phenomenon of apoptosis - programmed cell death. The DNA
possesses a scalar antenna that receives information through the electromagnetic spins
within the chakra of the water molecules.

Water Molecules made of the topsoins elements Iridium (Ir) have no free energy. It's the
only spin element that creates an energy network of lines. Personally, I prefer to
imagine it like a basketball net around each cell. It is the building block for the
meridians. As I see it, meridians are made up of the same element/string just tuned into
12 different energy levels or octaves.



The Chakra spinning water molecules go together in plasma balls. This is the same
phenomenon which provides the credence that the earth has a round shape. They have
direct superconducting contact with the meridians and give cells direct and indirect
information to the smallest living units making up the body.

The 12 states of consciousness
There are 12 states of consciousness driving different time intervals of apoptosis. When
induced by consciousness the process normally should be performed automatically in 5
days. That is how we in contrast to, say the crabs, do not have to take in account the
process. The strength in time is not affected. However, for the cells to be exchanged
with time for organs, muscles, circulatory system, nerves and bones etc. to regenerate,
the corresponding meridians must be correctly charged. This process would normally
take anything from days, to weeks, to months, depending on the function of the cells
themselves. A disturbance in the meridians will therefore also cause a disturbance or
altercation in the normal regeneration of the cell.

The charge of the cell and its pH

Normal healthy cells possess potentials around 20-25 mV. This represents a pH interval
7.35-7.40, the physiological optimum, since in a slight alkalic state is usually put to
-20-25 mV. The elucid meaning of this will represent that in the moment of
consciousness signaling apoptosis, the meridians must contribute to the same energy
as the normal cell potential so the cell achieves a total of -40-50 mV. If not apoptosis will
not occur.

The cells get larger, weaker and less functional by time. Combining this with the
regulations put in place by higher 3 of 5 authorities, the natural ways of healing have
been compromised, providing subsidiary funds to farmers growing canola, corn and soy.
You will therefore never succeed achieving -20-25 mV feeding such feeds to living
creatures.

This is when the allopathic medicine as we know it comes into play, and provides a
significant balance for the cells to function better…. You do not race a Ferrari with an
overrun oil filter…

We easily race a horse with an underperforming kidney/lung or liver while not taking into
account the energy status in the meridians. With a non-invasive approach the energy
status of the horse and its engine (in this case organs, musculature and bones) can be
examined thanks to the plasma pens. I have found the Back-Shu points most practical



to use to control the energy status of most meridians. In horses I find subchondral cysts
as the most common reason for undercharged meridians. Scar tissue being the second.

These pens can not be produced by industrial means, the intention has to be put in by
the Creator while being made.

Habitat for Endangered Species and Other Animal Shelters A#107

Contract with existing organizations (after doing an audit on them) to provide trusts for
equipment, properties/land, and employment contracts.

There are many non-profit organizations that run on a shoestring to maintain their
operation.

Too much time and energy goes into fundraising for their expenses.

Animal protection Agencies (APA ) A#108

Primarily I intend to work with world animal care, from supporting the abandoned dogs
in Spain to stopping the dog meat trade in China and everything in-between.  There is a
need  for education in animal care and welfare in the world. Unfortunately where there is
no law enforcement the animals  are ill treated and suffer beyond measure. Animals are
sentient creatures and suffer not just physically but emotionally too. There is great need
to create a law enforceable animal protection agency in each individual country in the
world, with a new set of laws coming under common law that will be enforced and
carried out by means of fines and re-education programs for those who mistreat animals

I intend to contact the RSPCA in the UK, and other countries if need be, to present a
proposal to finance a group of inspectors to develop an animal care and protection
training program. This training program can then be taken to other countries and used
to train up students to become inspectors in their own country and form their own
common law animal protection agencies. All will be funded by me from the training to
the set up and continued wages of all involved.

My research has led me to  discover that many countries are found lacking in terms of
animal welfare, due to intensive farming and illegal wildlife trafficking to the culling of
stray animals. Most countries are lacking the basic legal frameworks needed to protect



animals. I  also intend to finance and initiate the rewriting of policy and legislation to a
high standard in each country. The Uk is rated by the ‘World Animal Protection’ to have
one of the highest standards of animal care in the world , along with Switzerland,
Austria, Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands . But there is still need for improvement
in the standards of care and welfare in these countries and in regards to the rest of the
world there is most certainly a need for standards to be established.

Part of this vision is to also develop an animal care teaching program for schools. It is
important to educate children as early as possible in life so they will become good
stewards of our animal population in years to come.

The hope is to create a truly sustainable world that will take care of animals, people and
the planet. The welfare of animals is inextricably linked to people's health. We are all
one and connected when one species suffers the rest suffer. I know this from my own
personal health.

I intend to employ a videographer to record my personal journey as we progress from
one world to the next, the golden age of mankind.

Raise the vibration of love on the planet A#109
Reduce world-wide animal killing and the karmic load of humanity

Problem:

Globally More Than 150 Billion Animals are slaughtered every year for food yet
there are an estimated 1.5 billion vegetarians globally not including 79 million
vegans who do not require animals to be killed to sustain themselves. Elephants
and bulls are the strongest animals in the world yet they get all of their muscle building
protein from plants.

In my understanding, the reaction from unnecessary cruelty to God’s creatures is one of
the major reasons why humanity is suffering. “Though shalt not kill” does not only apply
to humans or your pet dog. Surely God loves all equally.

Every action has a reaction which we all know as the law of Karma. - “Do onto others as
you would have them do unto you”  If humanity wants to be truly happy, a more
compassionate way forward would be to start treating all of God’s creatures with
respect. This to me is in alignment with Divine Law irrespective of one’s culture or which
religion one practices.



Goal:

● To reduce the cruelty to innocent sentient beings
● To increase humanity’s happiness by lifting our karmic load
● To assist in the ascension process by raising humanities’ love vibration

Implementation:

● Educate humanity on the values of healthy and compassionate vegetarian diets.
● Show that animals can contribute greatly to societies’ economy, food supply and

ecological balance if not killed.
● Stop artificial overbreeding of animals for profit driven model.
● Set a positive alternative by healthier, tastier, and fulfilling  organic food options.
● Provide a true economic model for organic dairy farms where cows and bulls get

to keep their calves, are cared for throughout their lives like old people yet still
provide plenty of dairy products as well as precious dung for organic fertilizer
throughout their entire lives.

● Create plant based food industries and restaurants world-wide providing highest
quality, healthiest, tastiest ingredients using produce from our organic farms.

● Support local businesses and industries already providing good quality plant
based food options.

Animal Care Center A#110

The Animal Care Centers will be created to give our animal companions the high
quality of life and health that so many have been cheated out of for so many

years.

Depending on the geographic location each ACC facility would be set up differently to
accommodate the different types of animals that are in that geographic area. Example:
In a major city there is not much of a need for horse or cow facilities. Therefore, we
would start the facility catering to animals like Dogs, Cats, Rabbits, Guinea pigs,
Hamsters, Birds etc., and being prepared to expand to help other animals as the needs
present.

ACC facilities will be NO- Profit and or at NO- Cost depending on the services
needed.

Each facility would have:
- Full Veterinary Services operating 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
- New Age Animal Medical Beds technology.



- Veterinary hospital recover areas.
- Sleep and comfortable waiting area for the Human Family.
- Physical Therapy area if needed.
- Swimming pool. (Also used for Therapy as needed.)
- Full-service boarding.
- Day Care.
- Play, workout area.
- Behavior Training.
- Grooming Services.
- Adoption Services.
- Full-service grocery and supply store for all our animal companions’ needs.

In creation of the many ACC’s, there will be many jobs created. Giving humanity the
opportunity to serve our animal companions and help humanitarians to achieve there

calling of helping animals.

Animal Shelter Project Territory of Good A#111

Animal shelter business plan

There are a huge number of homeless animals in our country, mainly cats and dogs.
This is a consequence of an irresponsible attitude towards pets, which are often thrown
out into the street. Some passers-by feel sorry for abandoned animals and feed them,
but this is not enough to solve the problem .

An integrated approach is needed, especially since such animals, which have been in
difficult outdoor conditions for a long time, fall ill and become embittered. Often you can
expect inappropriate behavior from them; especially for dogs.

The animal shelter is not so much a business as a social project. However, it can be
brought to payback and made profitable. An important plus of such a project is that you
can count on government assistance and public donations. How to properly plan and
organize an animal shelter, we will analyze in the article .

Abandoned cats and dogs often end up there, as well as animals that have been in an
accident, suffered abuse or the death of their owners. They are assisted: they treat,
feed, sterilize and look for owners. As a rule, these animals receive veterinary
passports; they are taught social skills, some are even trained. All this makes it easier to
find a new home.



Tasks of the nursery:

● search for a nursery for permanent residence or owners;
● care and treatment, including vaccinations, microchipping, issuance of a

veterinary passport;
● fattening animals;
● accustoming to walks, keeping fit, training;
● establishing contact with the person.

Dogs and cats are often kept in cages, but this is not done to limit freedom, but for
safety and to create a sense of security. The length of stay in a shelter can vary from a
few weeks to several years

Homeless animal shelter business plan step by step

Tasks such as starting an animal shelter are not solved alone. You will need all the help
you can find - volunteers, government, animal communities, etc. Let's figure out what
exactly needs to be done. For a shelter, you need to find a place that is far from
residential areas, which has enough space for walking. Much depends on your
specialization: whether it will be a shelter for cats, or for dogs, or both at the same time,
or for other animals. If we are talking about dogs, you need a wired area for daily walks
and physical activity

A small shelter can be located in the private sector, but only if there are no neighbors
around who will be dissatisfied with such a neighborhood. If you doubt your abilities, it is
better to start with a small number of animals. The main requirements for buildings:

● distance from 300 meters to residential buildings;
● the presence of the adjacent territory;
● fence at least 2 meters high;
● heating system - autonomous or centralized;
● ventilation system;
● 70% hard coating;
● the possibility of separate keeping of different animals
● presence of a quarantine zone

If there are large dogs in the shelter, they must be kept in aviaries insulated for the
winter, the minimum area is 3 square meters per individual. Cats are kept in special
houses with partitions or right in the building. Enclosures and cages should be cleaned
twice a day and disinfected periodically.

The room must have:



● kitchen block;
● bathroom and shower room;
● a small storage room;
● staff quarters;
● animal sanitation room;
● reception room (one or more);
● veterinarian's office
● insulator;
● houses for cats;
● enclosures.

Premises must comply with fire safety standards. Necessary heating, sewerage,
electricity.

The place for walking is fenced with a chain-link mesh. It is also possible to have a
crematorium and a mortuary, but this issue is resolved through local authorities.

In addition, you will need bowls, litter trays, mats, collars and leashes, and combing
brushes.

Volunteers, sponsors and patrons

The next issue is recruitment. Usually, shelters are mostly staffed by volunteers who
love animals and know how to take care of them. As a rule, they work for free or for a
nominal fee. For a small shelter, 2-4 people are enough who are responsible for caring
for animals, cleaning the territory, cages and aviaries, walking, feeding pets, and
hygiene procedures.

Large shelters also include in the state:

● animal care professionals;
● driver;
● cleaning lady
● kitchen workers;
● watchman.

They usually look for patrons and sponsors in their region who are close to the
problems of homeless animals - they can be, for example, local entrepreneurs.

veterinary service

Sick animals are often brought to the shelter. Even if they are healthy at the time of
admission, no one is immune from illness during their stay in the nursery. Therefore,



there should be a veterinary office with the necessary equipment and medicines
(syringes, dewormers, vaccines, antibiotics, etc.). You can establish cooperation with
suppliers of veterinary drugs to get discounts.

And if you equip a veterinary station in the shelter, you can get additional income and
bring the project to payback faster.

The veterinary station must be equipped with everything necessary for the treatment,
vaccination, sterilization of animals, and any surgical operations.

As additional services, you can also run a petting zoo, a zoo hairdresser or a zoo hotel
on the basis of the shelter, but this requires additional investments. An animal shelter
can be registered as an NGO - a non-profit organization. To do this, you need to contact
the municipal authorities and get benefits and subsidies.

Other options - for example, individual entrepreneurs or LLCs - involve working on a
commercial basis, but can also accept donations from the public. This will make it
harder to get government benefits.

Stop The Cove A#111

Cessation to Dolphin Slaughter and Capture at Taiji, Japan

Objectives and Strategies

- To stop Japanese fishermen in the town of Taiji from driving dolphin pods into the Taiji
Cove and entrapping and slaughtering them for income and food.

- To use a combination of persuasion, incentive and preventive measures to stop the
dolphin  slaughter and trade

Project Plan

● Engagement with activists to understand the latest situation.
● To initially outbid all captured dolphins using redeemed funds for release back

into the wild safely using acquired transportation under activists’ care.
● To incentivize the Taiji people to forego dolphins as their income through the RSS

and Grants.
● To relocate current captured dolphins to sanctuaries such as those managed by

The Dolphin Project https://www.dolphinproject.com/ prior to wild release.



● To consult experts on ways to steer dolphins away from the Taiji Cove until
absolute certainty that the town has foregone the practice.

● To establish a Marine Park or Research Center at the town of Taiji with the
current mayor Mr Kazutaka Sangen to flip the practice of killing and suffering to
one of love and education, and employment to the fishermen families to further
incorporate them into a new way of income.

● Facilities can include Dolphin Assisted Birthing and Healing Centers; Submerged
rides to engage dolphin pods and other marine animals; Marine Animals Med
Bed Center; etc Engagement with the mayor and experts is the best way to plan
this new approach. All funds needed will be made available.

● Will require assistance from NEF to establish relevant contacts to kickstart the
project and help develop the action plan. Will like to be personally involved to a
relatively hands-on degree together with all partners, albeit perhaps pseudonym.


